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STARBURST SUSPENDED

Starburst is a collection of kinetic pendants that when in compact form are semblant 
of stars which can then manually expand into a larger circle, triangle, or quad.



STARBURST RD SUSPENDED

Starburst in its many forms can blend with both modern and organic interior designs.



STARBURST SUSPENDED

The overlapping and interlacing of multiple links create contours that resemble 
elements of nature and can evoke feelings of well-being and positivity.



STARBURST SUSPENDED

The angularity of the links and diffusers complements futuristic themes that communicate innovation, high-tech, and avant-garde.



STARBURST QUAD STARBURST RD STARBURST TRI

STARBURST SHAPES SUSPENDED

Starburst is available in 3 shapes; Quad, Round and Triangle.



STARBURST QUAD STARBURST RD STARBURST TRI

STARBURST FORM SUSPENDED

Each shape starts as a circular arrangement and expands into a bigger quad, round or triangle. 



STARBURST SUSPENDED

Starburst can be manually expanded and contracted after installation, allowing on-site tailoring to fit the design of the space.



STARBURST SUSPENDED



STARBURST QUAD SUSPENDED

FULLY EXPANDEDCOLLAPSED PARTIAL EXPANSION

Starburst Quad expands into 3 sizes, each creating a very distinctive shape.



STARBURST QUAD - BOTTOM VIEW SUSPENDED

FULLY EXPANDED

COLLAPSED PARTIAL EXPANSION
(34” x 30”) (30” x 45”)

(57” x 23”)



STARBURST QUAD SUSPENDED

As a single pendant, Starburst acts as an illuminated art piece.



STARBURST SUSPENDED



STARBURST QUAD SUSPENDED

When arranged in layers and combinations, a celestial effect is created.



STARBURST RD SUSPENDED

FULLY EXPANDEDCOLLAPSED PARTIAL EXPANSION

The round version creates a different set of effects while maintaining the circular arrangement when expanding.



STARBURST RD - BOTTOM VIEW SUSPENDED

FULLY EXPANDED

COLLAPSED
PARTIAL EXPANSION

(33” DIA)
(41” DIA)

(49” DIA)



While edgy and energetic, the triangle nature is softened with the woven design of the Starburst.

STARBURST TRI SUSPENDED



Once at full capacity, the triangle can hyperextend into a trillium shape.

STARBURST TRI SUSPENDED



STARBURST TRI SUSPENDED

FULLY EXPANDEDCOLLAPSED PARTIAL EXPANSION HYPER EXPANDED



STARBURST TRI - BOTTOM VIEW SUSPENDED

FULLY EXPANDED

COLLAPSED
PARTIAL EXPANSION

(32.6” x 33”)
(40” x 41”)

(48” x 46”)

HYPER EXPANDED
(47” x 41”)



● Circuits: Single & Dual

● CCT: 3000K, 3500K or 4000K

● CRI: 90+

● Emergency: Remote only

● PoA: 20’ of Power over aircraft cable supplied

● Dimming options include:

     0-10V Dimming @ 1% and 0.1%

     Dali Dimming @ 1% and 0.1%

STARBURST PERFORMANCE SUSPENDED



STARBURST FINISHES SUSPENDED

Colors are extremely powerful for evoking the sentiment of a space. Starburst is available in all our standard decorative 
finishes including our wood grain options.

Wood Grain - Light Cherry

Wood Grain - Dark Walnut

Champagne Metallic

Silver Metallic Textured

Copper Metallic

White

Midnight Blue Metallic Textured

Gold Metallic

Charcoal Metallic Textured

Red Metallic Textured

Bronze Metallic Textured

Black Metallic Textured

Custom colors available upon request.



STARBURST RD SUSPENDED

Starburst is a distinct luminaire that will transform any space from ordinary to extraordinary.
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About Beta-Calco

Since 1941, we have held a passion for 
designing cutting-edge professional lighting 
that changes how spaces are illuminated 
while upholding the enduring principles of 
quality and craftsmanship. 

Our objective is to work in lockstep with our 
clients by developing innovative products 
that meet their variegated design needs and 
comply with the latest energy and 
construction standards. Furthermore, our 
manufacturing infrastructure allows us to 
scale products and satisfy niche design 
requirements.

We use leading-edge wellness technologies 
including BIOS, Tunable White, and Dim to 
Warm; and employ open-source connectivity 
to intelligent control systems, including 
Power over Ethernet.

Our customer-centric approach to service 
and product design is the basis of our 
reputation and how we have become a key 
lighting supplier across the globe.

betacalco.com

sales@betacalco.com

http://www.betacalco.com
mailto:sales@betacalco.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/betacalco/mycompany/
https://www.instagram.com/betacalco/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc-5rfpT3OO2Jihww-Wxk2g
https://www.pinterest.ca/betacalcoinc/_created/
https://twitter.com/BetaCalco
https://www.facebook.com/betacalco/

